
ABCN Business Plan
Ace Blockchain Crypto Network is a blockchain platform that is a decentralized 

digital infrastructure that enables the creation and execution of applications, 
services, and protocols based on blockchain technology. It serves as a foundation for 

building and deploying various decentralized applications (DApps) and smart 
contracts marketplace.

The project will build and release its products that will use the ABC-20 network and 
ABCN token as network fees. 



ABCN Coin
A Proof of Art-based revolutionary crypto, designed to be used within the Ace Blockchains 
ecosystem for various purposes, such as facilitating transactions, incentivizing network 
participants, or accessing and utilizing platform-specific features and services. 

Having 21000000 total coins will plays a vital role in powering the ABCN blockchain platform's 
economy, incentivizing participants, and enabling the e�cient and secure operation of the 
platform's ecosystem.

The Business Plan 
A lifetime staking reward earning program for the holder of ABCN token. 

Create an account at www.abcn.finance  

Upgrade your account with any amount of ABCN token from an exchange purchase 

Track your daily Mining growth by 0.5% by mining the coin at your dashboard. 

Earn more by joining

           20-level referral income 

           15 Types of Rank income 

Win Exciting rewards and Booster bonanza royalties

Joining
Any Amount joining

JOIN NOW



Level Income 

Level Eligibility Target 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Levels 3 to 5

Levels 6 to 15

Levels 16-17

Level 18

Level 19

Level 20

10%

5%

3%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

Level Income

1st level 

2nd Level

3rd & 4th

5th

6 to 10th 

11 to 20th

Id Upgrade

100 Coin Business

300 Coin Business

400 Coin Business

500 Coin Business

1000 Coin Business

Level Target



Level Income 

Star

Bronze

Silver

Gold 

Platinum

Pearl

Ruby

Diamond

Blue Diamond

White Diamond

Royal Diamond

Crown Diamond

King Diamond

Rank

+50 Coins

+100 Coins

+500 Coins

+1000 Coins

+2500 Coins

+10000 Coins

+20000 Coins

+50K Coins

+1 L Coins

+5 L Coins

+10 L Coins

+25 L Coins

+50 L Coins

Leg1 Leg2 Reward

+50 Coins

+100 Coins

+500 Coins

+1000 Coins

+2500 Coins

+10000 Coins

+20000 Coins

+50K Coins

+1 L Coins

+5 L Coins

+10 L Coins

+25 L Coins

+50 L Coins

5 Coins

10 Coins

50 Coins

100 Coins

250 Coins

1000 Coins

2000 Coins

5000 Coins

10,000 Coins

50,000 Coins

1,00,000 Coins

3,00,000 Coins

6,00,000 Coins

Note: All Ranks achievers can claim the funds instantly

www.abcn.finance www.abcnscan.iowww.abcn.io



Terms and Conditions

www.abcn.finance www.abcnscan.iowww.abcn.io

A 10% deduction will be applied to any withdrawal.
A 10% deduction will be applied to the cancellation of staking ABCN Coin.
The price of ABCN Coin is subject to market fluctuations and carries inherent 
market risks

Disclaimer:
Please note that the following information is provided for educational and informational purposes only and should not be considered as financial or investment 
advice. Cryptocurrency trading involves significant risks, and it is important to understand and acknowledge these risks before engaging in any trading 
activities.

1.Volatility: Cryptocurrencies are known for their high price volatility. Prices can fluctuate rapidly within short periods of time, and there is a risk of significant 
price swings. This volatility can result in substantial gains or losses.

2.Market Risks: The cryptocurrency market operates 24/7 and is influenced by various factors, including but not limited to regulatory changes, market 
manipulation, technological developments, and economic news. These factors can impact the price and liquidity of cryptocurrencies.

3.Lack of Regulation: The cryptocurrency market is relatively new and largely unregulated in many jurisdictions. This lack of regulation can expose traders to 
risks such as fraud, hacking, and security breaches on exchanges or wallets.

4.Technical Risks: Trading cryptocurrencies involves the use of digital wallets, exchanges, and other platforms. These platforms are subject to technical issues, 
system failures, and cyber attacks. It is essential to use reputable and secure platforms and take appropriate security measures to protect your funds.

5.Liquidity: Some cryptocurrencies may have lower liquidity compared to traditional financial markets. This can a�ect the ability to buy or sell 
cryptocurrencies at desired prices, especially during periods of high volatility.

6.Information and Analysis: The cryptocurrency market is highly influenced by news, social media trends, and market sentiment. It is crucial to conduct 
thorough research, stay updated with reliable sources, and perform your own analysis before making any trading decisions.

7.Financial Losses: Trading cryptocurrencies involves the risk of financial losses. You should only invest funds that you can a�ord to lose entirely. It is 
important to set realistic expectations and be prepared for potential losses.

8.Professional Advice: If you are uncertain about any aspect of cryptocurrency trading or investing, it is recommended to seek advice from a qualified 
financial professional or advisor who can provide personalized guidance based on your individual circumstances.

Remember, past performance is not indicative of future results, and no trading strategy can guarantee profits. Cryptocurrency trading requires careful 
consideration of your risk tolerance, financial situation, and investment objectives. It is important to make informed decisions and take responsibility for your 
own trading activities.
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